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Management of similarity
• Clone and own 

• Software product line 

• Virtual platform

• Metadata about feature location and similarity

• Cloning history (recorded or recovered)

• Operators for cloning and change propagation
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The underlying notion (ICSE 2014)

Key related work
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This work: 
An annotation centric approach

• Data:  

• A set of variants and their evolution history 

• Metadata regarding similarities and maintenance tasks 

• Tools: 

• Similarity detection and tracking over timeline 

• UI for annotation and TODO 

• Change propagation 

• Version control integration

Maintain equality 
Restore equality 

Increase similarity 
…
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Research questions on 
similarity management
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 8

of late propagation and discuss why such propagation is indeed harmful [25]. The diffi-
culty of maintaining software in the presence of clones has been studied by Chatterji and
others [26].
Clone management. Ann supports management of similarities and clones. A survey by
Roy et al. points out past and current achievements in clone management [27]. Their
work mentions annotations as a way for the developer to indicate the intents of cloning.
While Nguyen and others utilize annotations in this way in their work on JSync [28], our
study intents of annotations can currently be used for any comment about the similarity or
annotation. Yamanaka et al. introduce a system for notifying developers about the creation
and change of clones [29], we notify developers when they have to act on the fragments
of an annotated similarity. The work by Kotschke summarizes the state-of-the-art in clone
management with regard to detection, tracking, presentation, and removal [30].

1.3 Research questions

Our research questions are about how useful annotations of similarities are for managing
and monitoring sharing of assets. In the following we distinguish between unintentional
divergence as an evolution where the underlying fragments were once equal but become
unequal unintentionally, and accidental variation where the two fragments have never been
equal but should be.
In terms of management we ask about how unintentional divergence and accidental varia-
tion can be diminished by using annotations:

• Q1: How much unintentional divergence and accidental variation can be

– annotated

– and finally eliminated guided by annotations?

To measure the elimination of unintentional divergence and accidental variation we
ask:

– Q11: By what percentage can the number of distinct fragments be reduced?

The second research question is about the added value of being able to monitor similarities
and sharing of assets:

• Q2: How much sharing can be achieved once unintentional divergence and acci-
dental variation are eliminated with the help of annotations?

We measure sharing by two orthogonal questions:

– Q21: What is the median and average number of variants each fragment is
shared in?
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– Q22: What is the median and average percentage of originality, that is the
number of non-shared fragments, of each variant?

The last research question focuses on the insights developers gain by inspecting the final
equality classes.

• Q3: Which inconsistencies can be identified when inspecting the final equality
classes?

Regarding the emerging equality classes we ask:

– Q31: What categories of equality classes, that is, reasons for the underlying
sharing, can be identified?

– Q32: When identifying variants that do not contribute to a particular equality
class by their fragments, which reasons for inconsistencies of these variants
can be identified?

1.4 Roadmap

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows.
The next chapter will explain what kind of metadata needs to be extracted to build the
virtual platform about shared assets. The final result will be a set of similarities between
fragments.
The third chapter will illustrate the process of annotating the extracted similarities. We will
explain both the semantics and the applicability of each annotation category. The chapter
will also demonstrate how the user can explore the similarities in a given repository and
finally annotate them. Finally, we present some approaches to automate annotation where
possible.
The next two chapters will focus on how to act on the annotated similarities. Namely Chap-
ter 4 will describe the use of annotations for automatic change propagation; and Chapter 5
will present the emerging todo list of manual maintenance tasks for the user.
Chapter 6 will illustrate how we to integrate Ann into the workflow of an existing version
control system (Git). Here we will also introduce a set of new Git commands.
Next, we will presents results of a case study using the 101haskell software chrestomathy
[31,32], a corpus of variants for educational purposes and a subproject of the 101companies
project [33].
Finally, we will draw a conclusion, discuss threats to validity, and outline some future
work.
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Data extraction

Chapter 2

Extracting Metadata

In this chapter we will outline how we extract metadata about the sharing of assets. We will
explain the initial extraction process, how we traverse the history of the repository during
the extraction, and, finally, how we update metadata when new commits are added to the
repository’s history.

2.1 Initial extraction process

Figure 2.1: Class diagram for pre-annotation metadata.

10
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Extraction of  
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Figure 2.2: Result of extracting fragment snapshots.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the result of this step; for each commit we extract a set of fragment
snapshots. Each fragment snapshot is finally stored as a JSON document with the following
attributes:

{

"variant" : "writerMonad",

"relative_path" : "Cut.hs",

"classifier" : "function"

"name" : "cutLogCompany",

"from" : 8,

"to" : 15,

"sha" : "02b6b11...",

"language" : "Haskell"

}

2.1.3 Fragments

Fragment snapshots are bound to commits by their sha attribute. We further refer to
”fragments” as series of fragment snapshots that can be found at consecutive commits.
That is, to extract a fragment we need to list its snapshots. More specifically, we need to
link snapshots from consecutive commits that we believe to represent the same fragment
at the respective commits. To link snapshots we have to be able to deal with renaming at
variant, file, and fragment level, with content changes, and with interaction of fragment
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Extraction of  
fragment tracks
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At ci we now attempt to find a fragment snapshot for both fs1,ci and fs2,ci in ci-1 that
we can link to. fs1,ci can be linked to fs1,ci-1 based on case 2. fs1,ci can be linked to
fs2,ci-1 based on case 4. The case ordering states that we prefer matching content (modulo
the fragment’s name) over sole name matching. We therefore link fs1,ci to fs1,ci-1 , and
declare fs2,ci to be the first snapshot of a new fragment by setting its is new attribute
to true.
While most cases are straightforward, the third case tries to deal with the difficult situation
in which a fragment was both renamed and its content was changed. We can currently only
deal with the edge case in which the name was changed, but all other changes are purely
related to renaming of other fragments that can be found in the variant and file that fsci-1
belongs to.

Figure 2.3: Result of extracting fragments.

Figure 2.3 summarizes this step: For each commit we assign each fragment snapshot to
a series of snapshots that all represent the same fragment throughout the history of the
repository. We further add attributes to each snapshot, indicating whether the snapshot at
hand is new, changed, or renamed.

2.1.4 Similarity snapshots

Similarity snapshots are relations of two fragment snapshots, associated with a similarity
value. That is, for n fragment snapshots at a commit we have n * n possible similarity
snapshots. To reduce the amount of similarities stored and later processed by the user we
ask the user to provide a threshold, a value each similarity snapshot’s value has be as least
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as high as to be stored.
To compute all similarity snapshots at a commit point we simply compare all fragments
snapshots at the commit with each other. To compute the actual similarity value we use an
approach introduced by Cordy et al. [13]. The idea is to pretty-print the token sequence of
each fragment into many lines and then use sequence matching (diff ratio) as a measure.
Using this approach we ignore dissimilarities that are solely based on whitespace. The
value of this measure is be between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates a perfect match between
two fragments modulo formatting. By using this approach we ignore dissimilarities that
are solely based on whitespace.

Figure 2.4: Result of extracting similarity snapshots.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the extracted similarities: At each commit point we have collected a
set of similarity snapshots between fragment snapshots. This metadata forms the basis of
the virtual platform as it captures the sharing of fragments at each commit point.
Each similarity is stored as a JSON document with the following attributes:

{

"fragment_snapshot_1_id" : ObjectId("d165f70d..."),

"fragment_snapshot_2_id" : ObjectId("d165f74d..."),

"sha" : "2d3dbab...",

"diff_ratio" : 0.78

}
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Extraction of  
similarity evolutions
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2.1.5 Similarity evolutions

We have extracted similarity snapshots, each bound to a specific commit. But, to later
compute the applicability of annotations we have to extract similarity evolutions, series of
similarity snapshots from consecutive commits. That is, we extract all similarity snapshots
that occurred between two fragments throughout the history. For this we simply have to
extract all similarity snapshots between all fragment snapshots of the two fragments.

Figure 2.5: Result of extracting fragment snapshots.

Figure 2.5 illustrates the evolutions. For the similarity evolution of two fragments we list
consecutive similarity snapshots between the snapshot of the respective fragments at the
respective commits.
Each similarity evolution is stored as follows:

{

"first_similarity_id" : ObjectId("...d165f74d"),

"last_similarity_id" : ObjectId("...d169434c"),

"min_similarity_id" : ObjectId("...d1694e19"),

"max_similarity_id" : ObjectId("...d16943a5"),
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"similarity_ids" : [ ]

}

The similarity evolutions are what will get annotated, that is, the user specifies how a given
evolution should be further maintained.
The tool is not intended to rewrite the repository’s history, we therefore only store similarity
evolutions where the series of evolution snapshot reaches the HEAD of to branch of the
repository at hand.
We finally associate each similarity evolution with one of the four following categories:

Figure 2.6: Four categories of similarity evolutions.

• Always Equal holds similarity evolutions that have always been equalities, that
is, the similarity value was always 1.

• Converge to Equal holds similarity evolutions where the similarity value was
once below 1 but then increased to 1 at the HEAD of the branch.

• Diverge from Equal holds similarity evolutions where the similarity value
was once 1 but then decreased to below 1 at the HEAD of the branch.

• Always Non-equal holds similarity evolutions where the similarity value was
always below 1.

We will later use these abstraction over the concrete similarity values to define the appli-
cability of each annotation category.
To compute the category of a concrete similarity evolution we use its minimum, maximum,
and last similarity value:

• Iff maximum and minimum similarity value are both 1, assign category Always

Equal.
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Annotating a similarity
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Selecting a fragment similarity

Figure 3.7: Commit-centric annotator with similarities for a selected fragment.

After selecting a fragment in the explorer Ann shows all other fragments that first became
similar at the selected commit point. For each fragment pair it shows the content of both
fragments with their locations (variant and file). The user is also presented with two simi-
larity values in the similarity evolution. The first value is the value at the selected commit
point while the second value is the similarity at the HEAD of the repository. If the values
differ we show the contents of the fragments both at the current commit point and at the
HEAD. Figure 3.7 shows that pattern/rankingOkTest is for example similar to a
fragment also called pattern/rankingOkTest, but located in another variant. The
fragments are equal both at the selected commit point and at the HEAD.

Annotating a similarity

Figure 3.8: Commit-centric annotator with annotation controls for a selected simi-
larity.

After selecting one of the similarities the user can decide how to annotate it by selecting the
annotation category in a selection input where only applicable categories are enabled. The
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Annotating equality classes
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second approach uses a set of rules to complete missing annotations in triangles in the
graph.

3.6.1 Annotating equality classes

In literature about cloning the terms ”cloning class” or ”equality classes” refer to a set of
artifacts that are all pairwise clones by some defined criteria [34]. This criteria might for
instance be text-based equality or equality modulo identifier names (called ”parameterized
clones”). In our case we use the criteria of text-based equality modulo whitespace.
If we view fragments and their similarities as a graph, we can extract equality classes by
using standard graph algorithms: An equality class in this graph is a complete subgraph
where all similarities are equalities. For an equality class with n fragments all fragments
are pairwise connected, therefore the equality class has

Pn�1
i=1 i similarity edges. This

is also the number of annotations the user has to create to annotate all similarities in the
equality class. However, instead of forcing the user to do that, we can rather provide an
option in the annotators to annotate all similarities of an equality class with one UI action.

Figure 3.16: Annotating an equality-class.

Figure 3.16 shows this scenario in the variant-centric annotator. The user has selected a
fragment pattern/main in the selected variant. On the right-hand side the user then
picked one of the similar fragments. In the annotation controls Ann tells the user that the
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• the user has made edits to f1 and/or f2 such that their current similarity value at
HEAD is not equal to the similarity value at HEAD when the annotation was
created or updated,

! update the category of aSEf1,f2 to Restore Similarity

3. • If aSEf1,f2 is of category Restore Similarity and

• the user has made edits to f1 and/or f2 such that the current similarity value
at HEAD is equal to the similarity value at HEAD when the annotation was
created or updated,

! update the category of aSEf1,f2 to Maintain Similarity

5.4 Summary of possible annotation evolutions

The following figure summarizes all possible annotation updates performed by Ann.

Figure 5.2: Possible evolutions of annotations’ categories.

Green backgrounds indicate annotations that are automatically executable, blue backgrounds
highlight manual tasks. We have discussed the evolution between Maintain Equality

and automatic Restore Equality in the last chapter. When Ann sets the manual flag
for a Restore Equality annotation it becomes a tasks for the user. The annotation can
then evolve to Maintain Equality based on rule 1 above. This rule also covers the
evolutions of Increase Similarity and Establish Equality to Maintain

E.g.: (right to left) change 
propagation has established equality
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Variants

Figure 3.1: Variants throughout the history of the 101haskell repository.

The first view shows variants over time. On the horizontal axis we show all commits at
which at least one variant was created, renamed, or deleted. On the vertical axis we show
the variants, sorted by creation time. If a variant was touched at a given commit point we
create a color-coded circle where green, gray and red indicate variation creation, renaming
and respectively deletion. As discussed in the section about extraction variants, we can
also detect ”splits” of variants. The view indicates such splits by lines connecting different
variants. Hovering over a circle additionally reveals details about the underlying commit
including its identifier (sha) and message.
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Edit operations

Figure 3.2: Actions throughout the history of the 101haskell repository.

The second view focuses on the editing actions and git operations performed throughout
the repository’s history. The goal is for the user to understand which subsequences of the
history are of interest and should be focused on later. At each commit point we show the
number of file creations, renaming, edits and deletions and commits.

3.5 Annotators

Once the user got an idea of the state of the repository at hand, he or she can annotate
the extracted similarities. We are providing two annotators which will be discussed in the
following.

3.5.1 Commit-centric

This annotator is suited for an annotation process where the user wants to systematically
explore the history of the repository at hand.
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Initial state

Figure 3.3: The commit-centric annotator in its initial state.

Figure 3.3 show the commit-centric annotator it its initial state. On the left we present the
variants like we do in the variant view described above. On the right we list all commits at
which a similarity evolution starts. That is, we list commits at which a similarity between
two fragments emerged for the first time by passing the user-defined threshold regarding
similarity values. At each commit we show the number of similarity evolutions that started
at this commit point.

Selecting a variant

Figure 3.4: Commit-centric annotator with a commit expanded.

The user can then select a commit he or she wants to explore in terms of similarities. This
expands the commit by showing a list variants with their current names at the commit
point. Ann only shows variants for which a similarity emerged, again with the number of
similarities as a label on the right.
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Selecting a file

Figure 3.5: Commit-centric annotator with a variant expanded.

After selecting a variant Ann shows all the variant’s files that contain fragments for which
we have extracted a newly emerged similarity.

Selecting a fragment

Figure 3.6: Commit-centric annotator with a file expanded.

Finally, the user can select a fragment in the file, variant, and commit. All fragments
are presented as pairs of fragment name and classifier. This and the previous steps pro-
vide a systematic way to explore the similarities at a given commit point. Would we
rather show a flat list of similarities at a commit point then the user was provided with
potentially too much information. In the example above we have navigated to a fragment
pattern/rankingOkTest in the file ”src/Main.hs” in a variant ”monoidal” at a com-
mit that is identified by the shortened sha ”de18ac9”.

File level
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Selecting a file

Figure 3.5: Commit-centric annotator with a variant expanded.

After selecting a variant Ann shows all the variant’s files that contain fragments for which
we have extracted a newly emerged similarity.

Selecting a fragment

Figure 3.6: Commit-centric annotator with a file expanded.

Finally, the user can select a fragment in the file, variant, and commit. All fragments
are presented as pairs of fragment name and classifier. This and the previous steps pro-
vide a systematic way to explore the similarities at a given commit point. Would we
rather show a flat list of similarities at a commit point then the user was provided with
potentially too much information. In the example above we have navigated to a fragment
pattern/rankingOkTest in the file ”src/Main.hs” in a variant ”monoidal” at a com-
mit that is identified by the shortened sha ”de18ac9”.
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Selecting a fragment similarity

Figure 3.7: Commit-centric annotator with similarities for a selected fragment.

After selecting a fragment in the explorer Ann shows all other fragments that first became
similar at the selected commit point. For each fragment pair it shows the content of both
fragments with their locations (variant and file). The user is also presented with two simi-
larity values in the similarity evolution. The first value is the value at the selected commit
point while the second value is the similarity at the HEAD of the repository. If the values
differ we show the contents of the fragments both at the current commit point and at the
HEAD. Figure 3.7 shows that pattern/rankingOkTest is for example similar to a
fragment also called pattern/rankingOkTest, but located in another variant. The
fragments are equal both at the selected commit point and at the HEAD.

Annotating a similarity

Figure 3.8: Commit-centric annotator with annotation controls for a selected simi-
larity.

After selecting one of the similarities the user can decide how to annotate it by selecting the
annotation category in a selection input where only applicable categories are enabled. The
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user can also enter some intent, and, if Restore Equality is selected, the direction
to push changes to. Ann stores the annotation and additionally keeps track of the current
similarity value at HEAD. This value will later be used when Ann updates annotations
based on user actions. Updating of annotations will be discussed in chapter 5.

3.5.2 Variant-centric

The variant-centric annotator is suitable when the user wants to systematically explore the
variants as they can be found at the HEAD of the repository’s branch. This annotator is
tailored for the use case where the history is less relevant to the user, but the user rather
wants to focus on the current set of variants.

Selecting a variant

Figure 3.9: Graph of variants with edges weighted and color-coded by the similar-
ities.

Initially the user is presented with a graph of all variants that can be found at the HEAD
of the given repository and branch. Ann uses the similarities at fragment-level to compute
a similarity at variant-level. The presentation uses a force-driven layout such that variants
that are more similar to each other are closer to each other than variants that are less similar
to each other. By using this layout the user can easily identify ”clusters” of highly-similar
variants. Finally the user selects a variant in the graph.
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Exploring a variant

Figure 3.10: A variant in the variant-centric annotator.

Once the user has selected a variant we provide a tree-like view to explore the folders, files
and fragments of the variant. In figure 3.10 the user is at the variant-level. On the right
hand side we then show all similar variants sorted by the variant-similarity value that is
computed using the basic fragment similarities. Next to the name of the selected variant
Ann shows the progress of annotating by the ratio of annotated similarity evolutions.

Figure 3.11: A folder in the variant-centric annotator.
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Figure 3.12: A file in the variant-centric annotator.

Next the user can expand folders and files in the variant. At each level Ann shows similar
folders or files, all with their location regarding containing folders and variants.

Figure 3.13: A fragment in the variant-centric annotator.

Finally the user can navigate down to the fragment-level and is presented with all similar
fragments on the right-hand side.
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Figure 3.12: A file in the variant-centric annotator.

Next the user can expand folders and files in the variant. At each level Ann shows similar
folders or files, all with their location regarding containing folders and variants.

Figure 3.13: A fragment in the variant-centric annotator.

Finally the user can navigate down to the fragment-level and is presented with all similar
fragments on the right-hand side.
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5.2 Acting on tasks in the todo list

The web application of Ann has a page which shows the todo list for a repository.

Figure 5.1: Items in the todo list for the user.

Each item in the list shows an annotation with the category, the indent, the two similar
fragments, and a summary of the underlying similarity evolution. To allow the user to
understand why a particular annotation appears, Ann shows whether the task expressed by
the annotation is manual by default, or appears because automatic execution has failed.
Additionally Ann indicates whether the annotation was created based on rules or equality-
class annotation.
After selecting an item to act on the user has two options. Firstly, to perform a chosen tasks
by editing the involved fragments. Secondly, to modify the annotation itself. For instance
the user might realize that an annotation of category Increase Similarity is no
longer needed, and that instead the current similarity value is satisfactory. The user can
then change the category to Maintain Similarity and the annotation will disappear
from the todo list.

5.3 Updating annotations after user actions

After the user has performed a manual maintenance task he or she can execute git ann

update. This will (among other things) update the annotations the user has acted on. We
will discuss all Ann-specific git commands in the next chapter. An annotation aSEf1,f2 of
a similarity evolution SEf1,f2 is updated according to the following rules:

1. • If aSEf1,f2 is of category Restore Equality, Establish Equality or
Increase Similarity and

• the user has made f1 and f2 equal,

! update the category of aSEf1,f2 to Maintain Equality.

2. • If aSEf1,f2 is of category Maintain Similarity and
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Basic Git workflow

Chapter 6

Integrating with Git

We make use of a Git API for the implementation of the metadata-extraction process we
have discussed in chapter 2. On the other hand, we also extend Git by a set of new com-
mands that all trigger certain Ann functionality for a given repository.
In this chapter we will discuss a simplified model of the standard Git workflow. We then
present a set of new Ann-specific Git commands, and finally how we integrate these new
commands into the standard Git workflow.

6.1 The standard Git workflow

Figure 6.1: Model of a standard Git workflow.

Figure 6.1 shows a standard Git workflow. Note that this model does not include the use
of branches since we currently don’t use branches as a mean of organizing variants. The

46
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• propagated: All changes have been propagated via automatically executing annota-
tions.

• unpropagated: Due to file edits or new commits changes may have to be propagated.

Figure 6.2: Model of the Ann-specific Git workflow.

Figure 6.2 shows a model of the extended Git workflow. After cloning the repository it is
not registered with Ann and is therefore in states unpropagated and unsynchronized. The
user can then either start editing and will bring the workspace into a dirty state, or he or
she can execute git ann init to extract all metadata and thereby make it synchronized
with the history of the repository. Once the user plans to commit changes he or she first
calls git ann propagate to trigger automatic annotation execution. This will bring
the repository into states propagated and synchronized. The user can then commit the
changes, resulting in propagated and unsynchronized states since the new commit was not
inspected for new metadata yet. As in the standard Git workflow the user then first pulls
before pushing commits. Because pulling may result in file changes the repository gets
into an unpropagated state. Finally the user pushes the new commits.
We have not included the annotation process into this workflow since it is independent and
can be performed at any time after the initial metadata extraction.
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36 variants in total

…
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are organized by means of folders.
The 101haskell projects hosts 36 variants including the following.

• haskellStarter. Contribution with small language footprint.

• haskellComposition. Use of recursive data types.

• haskellVariation. Use of multiple constructors per type.

• haskellFlat. A Haskell-based data model illustrative for data parallelism.

• wxHaskell. GUI programming in Haskell with wxHaskell.

• hxtPickler. XML data binding for Haskell with HXT’s XML pickler.

To start the implementation of a new variant, it is common practice to copy and paste
components from existing variants. For instance, a new variant v might illustrate a pro-
gramming concept by implementing a feature f in a way that the implementation utilizes
this concept. Implementations of other features that are unrelated to that concept are then
cloned from existing variants and variance in v is achieved by the implementation of f .
In the case study the developers use three tactics to improve the quality of the project with
the help of Ann.

1. Restore equalities. Developers use automatic change propagation to make frag-
ments equal again that diverged unintentionally.

2. Establish equalities. Developers perform manual editing actions to make frag-
ments equal that were never equal but should.

3. Identify inconsistencies due to missing equalities. Developers inspect equality
classes and identify variants not contributing to an equality class due to inconsisten-
cies.

7.2 Metrics for the case study

The next sections will describe a case study on 101haskell. After each step we will measure
the state of the project regarding the following metrics.

7.2.1 Non-trivial equality classes

We measure

• The total number of equality classes.

• The maximum, median, and average size of equality classes.
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Metrics: 
Fragments

• The total number of fragments.  

• The number of unique fragments. 

• The number of shared fragments. 

• The number of unshared fragments. 

• The median and average number of                     
variants a fragment is shared in. 
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Metrics: 
Annotations

• The total number of annotations.  

• The total number of annotations per annotation category.  

• The total number of automatic annotations. 

• Per annotation category.
There are rewrite rules to add 

annotations automatically, thereby 
completing annotations by the user
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Metrics: 
Variants

• The uniqueness of each variant. 

• The median uniqueness of all variants.
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7.2.5 Initial status

Non-trivial equality classes

total 95

max size 13

median size 3

average size 4.08

Table 7.1: Equality classes before using Ann.

Fragments

total 925

unique 632

shared 388

unshared 537

variant sharing (median) 1

variant sharing (average) 1.46

Table 7.2: Fragments before using Ann.

Annotations

No annotations were made at this point.
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Variants

variant #f #uf u
hdbc 3 3 100.00%

haskellHxt 4 4 100.00%
haskellDB 7 7 100.00%
strafunski 158 150 94.94%

haskellSpec 29 26 89.66%
haskellFlattened 28 25 89.29%
haskellAcceptor 14 12 85.71%

haskellStarter 14 10 71.43%
mvar 16 11 68.75%

haskellLens 14 9 64.29%
haskellProfessional 41 26 63.41%

happstack 73 44 60.27%
dph 20 12 60.00%

hxtPickler 26 15 57.69%
haskellData 14 8 57.14%
haskellSyb 21 12 57.14%

haskellRecord 14 8 57.14%
haskellTermRep 17 9 52.94%

tabaluga 25 13 52.00%
haskellBarchart 18 9 50.00%

haskellParsec 21 10 47.62%
haskellApplicative 21 10 47.62%

haskellTree 22 10 45.45%
haskellCGI 60 27 45.00%

tmvar 43 19 44.19%
haskellScott 8 3 37.50%

haskellMonoid 22 8 36.36%
hughesPJ 12 4 33.33%

haskellVariation 16 5 31.25%
wxHaskell 47 14 29.79%
haskellList 13 3 23.08%

haskellLambda 13 2 15.38%
haskellEngineer 13 2 15.38%

haskellWriter 22 3 13.64%
haskellComposition 15 2 13.33%

haskellLogging 21 2 9.52%

median uniqueness 52.47%
average uniqueness 53.34%

Table 7.3: Variant uniquenesses before using Ann (f = fragments, uf = unique
fragments, u = uniqueness).
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7.3 Step 1: Automatically restoring equalities

As recommended by the tool, equalities were annotated first. This advice is given because
of the importance of Maintain Equality in the annotation-inference rules for mirroring
annotations. To annotate the equalities the developers systematically navigated variants,
looked for non-annotated similarity evolutions leading to an equality, and used the ”anno-
tate equality class” to maximize the number of automatic annotations.
Next, developers used tactic 1. First, they annotated all Diverge from Equality similarity
evolutions. After that, git ann propagate was executed to start automatic change propa-
gation. In fact, all annotations of category Restore Equality were given a direction and
could successfully be executed automatically. The following metrics show the state of the
repository after change propagation, except for the annotations where we show the metrics
results both before and after annotation execution.

7.3.1 Status

Non-trivial equality classes

�0, 1after

total 93 �2

max size 20 +7

median size 4 +1

average size 5.02 +0.94

Table 7.4: Equality classes after executing change propagation.

Fragments

�1, 1after

total 925 ±0

unique 617 �15

shared 401 +13

unshared 524 �13

variant sharing (median) 1 ±0

variant sharing (average) 1.51 +0.05

Table 7.5: Fragments before after executing change propagation.
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Annotations

total auto �0, 1before

Maintain Equality 953 858 +953

Restore Equality 324 212 +324

Establish Equality 0 0 ±0

Increase Similarity 3 0 +3

Maintain Similarity 44 20 +44

Table 7.6: Annotations before executing change propagation.

total auto �1before, 1after

Maintain Equality 1359 1264 +406

Restore Equality 0 0 �324

Establish Equality 0 0 ±0

Increase Similarity 3 0 ±0

Maintain Similarity 44 20 ±0

Table 7.7: Annotations after executing change propagation.

The metrics reveal the evolution of Restore Equality to Maintain Equality as the result
successful change propagation. More specifically, all 324 Restore Equality annotations
evolved to Maintain Equality annotations. Note that 82 additional Maintain Equality an-
notations were created afterwards. These were automatically added based on annotation-
inference rule R1, because some fragment that have never been equal before became equal
after executing annotations of other fragment pairs. For instance, there were fragments f1
and f2 and their equality should be restored. If another fragment f3 is equal to f2 but has
never been equal to f1 then after restoring the equality between f1 and f2 an additional
equality between f1 and f3 emerges and should be maintained.
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Variants

variant #f #uf u �u0, 1after
hdbc 3 3 100.00% ±0%

haskellHxt 4 4 100.00% ±0%
haskellDB 7 7 100.00% ±0%
strafunski 158 150 94.94% ±0%

haskellSpec 29 26 89.66% ±0%
haskellFlattened 28 25 89.29% ±0%
haskellAcceptor 14 12 85.71% ±0%

mvar 16 11 68.75% ±0%
haskellLens 14 9 64.29% ±0%

haskellProfessional 41 26 63.41% ±0%
happstack 73 44 60.27% ±0%

dph 20 12 60.00% ±0%
haskellData 14 8 57.14% ±0%

haskellRecord 14 8 57.14% ±0%
hxtPickler 26 14 53.85% �3.30%

haskellTermRep 17 9 52.94% ±0%
haskellBarchart 18 9 50.00% ±0%

haskellStarter 14 7 50.00% �21.43%
tabaluga 25 12 48.00% �4.00%

haskellParsec 21 10 47.62% ±0%
haskellApplicative 21 10 47.62% ±0%

haskellTree 22 10 45.45% ±0%
haskellCGI 60 27 45.00% ±0%

tmvar 43 19 44.19% ±0%
haskellScott 8 3 37.50% ±0%

hughesPJ 12 4 33.33% ±0%
haskellMonoid 22 7 31.82% �4.54%

haskellVariation 16 5 31.25% ±0%
wxHaskell 47 14 29.79% ±0%
haskellSyb 21 6 28.57% �28.67%

haskellLambda 13 2 15.38% ±0%
haskellList 13 2 15.38% �7.70%

haskellEngineer 13 2 15.38% ±0%
haskellWriter 22 3 13.64% ±0%

haskellComposition 15 2 13.33% ±0%
haskellLogging 21 2 9.52% ±0%

�0, 1after

median uniqueness 49.00% �3.47%

average uniqueness 51.39% �1.95%

Table 7.8: Variant uniquenesses after executing change propagation (f = fragments,
uf = unique fragments, u = uniqueness).
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variant #f #uf u �u0, 1after
hdbc 3 3 100.00% ±0%

haskellHxt 4 4 100.00% ±0%
haskellDB 7 7 100.00% ±0%
strafunski 158 150 94.94% ±0%

haskellSpec 29 26 89.66% ±0%
haskellFlattened 28 25 89.29% ±0%
haskellAcceptor 14 12 85.71% ±0%

mvar 16 11 68.75% ±0%
haskellLens 14 9 64.29% ±0%

haskellProfessional 41 26 63.41% ±0%
happstack 73 44 60.27% ±0%

dph 20 12 60.00% ±0%
haskellData 14 8 57.14% ±0%

haskellRecord 14 8 57.14% ±0%
hxtPickler 26 14 53.85% �3.30%

haskellTermRep 17 9 52.94% ±0%
haskellBarchart 18 9 50.00% ±0%

haskellStarter 14 7 50.00% �21.43%
tabaluga 25 12 48.00% �4.00%

haskellParsec 21 10 47.62% ±0%
haskellApplicative 21 10 47.62% ±0%

haskellTree 22 10 45.45% ±0%
haskellCGI 60 27 45.00% ±0%

tmvar 43 19 44.19% ±0%
haskellScott 8 3 37.50% ±0%

hughesPJ 12 4 33.33% ±0%
haskellMonoid 22 7 31.82% �4.54%

haskellVariation 16 5 31.25% ±0%
wxHaskell 47 14 29.79% ±0%
haskellSyb 21 6 28.57% �28.67%

haskellLambda 13 2 15.38% ±0%
haskellList 13 2 15.38% �7.70%

haskellEngineer 13 2 15.38% ±0%
haskellWriter 22 3 13.64% ±0%

haskellComposition 15 2 13.33% ±0%
haskellLogging 21 2 9.52% ±0%

�0, 1after

median uniqueness 49.00% �3.47%

average uniqueness 51.39% �1.95%

Table 7.8: Variant uniquenesses after executing change propagation (f = fragments,
uf = unique fragments, u = uniqueness).
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Variants

variant #f #uf u �u0, 1after
hdbc 3 3 100.00% ±0%

haskellHxt 4 4 100.00% ±0%
haskellDB 7 7 100.00% ±0%
strafunski 158 150 94.94% ±0%

haskellSpec 29 26 89.66% ±0%
haskellFlattened 28 25 89.29% ±0%
haskellAcceptor 14 12 85.71% ±0%

mvar 16 11 68.75% ±0%
haskellLens 14 9 64.29% ±0%

haskellProfessional 41 26 63.41% ±0%
happstack 73 44 60.27% ±0%

dph 20 12 60.00% ±0%
haskellData 14 8 57.14% ±0%

haskellRecord 14 8 57.14% ±0%
hxtPickler 26 14 53.85% �3.30%

haskellTermRep 17 9 52.94% ±0%
haskellBarchart 18 9 50.00% ±0%

haskellStarter 14 7 50.00% �21.43%
tabaluga 25 12 48.00% �4.00%

haskellParsec 21 10 47.62% ±0%
haskellApplicative 21 10 47.62% ±0%

haskellTree 22 10 45.45% ±0%
haskellCGI 60 27 45.00% ±0%

tmvar 43 19 44.19% ±0%
haskellScott 8 3 37.50% ±0%

hughesPJ 12 4 33.33% ±0%
haskellMonoid 22 7 31.82% �4.54%

haskellVariation 16 5 31.25% ±0%
wxHaskell 47 14 29.79% ±0%
haskellSyb 21 6 28.57% �28.67%

haskellLambda 13 2 15.38% ±0%
haskellList 13 2 15.38% �7.70%

haskellEngineer 13 2 15.38% ±0%
haskellWriter 22 3 13.64% ±0%

haskellComposition 15 2 13.33% ±0%
haskellLogging 21 2 9.52% ±0%

�0, 1after

median uniqueness 49.00% �3.47%

average uniqueness 51.39% �1.95%

Table 7.8: Variant uniquenesses after executing change propagation (f = fragments,
uf = unique fragments, u = uniqueness).

Decreasing 
uniqueness
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7.4 Step 2: Manually establishing equalities

At this point all evolutions leading to an equality had been annotated. After automatic
change propagation was used to diminish unintentional divergence, the developers focused
on accidental variation, that is, they used tactic 2 by annotating similarity evolutions that
have never been equalities, but where the underlying fragments should be equal neverthe-
less. To accomplish this the variants were navigated in the annotator and annotations of
category Establish Equality were created. After that, the developers used the todo list to
systematically work on such annotations. For this, the developers

• first picked a set of fragments that all should become equal,

• then worked on all tasks related to these fragments,

• then commited all changed,

• and, finally, executed git ann update to update annotations.

These steps were repeated until no Establish Equality was left in the todo list and thus all
equalities were established.
The following metrics show the state of the repository after manually establishing equal-
ities, except for the annotations where we show the metrics results both before and after
these manual actions.

7.4.1 Status

Non-trivial equality classes

�1after, 2after

total 85 �8

max size 20 ±0

median size 4 ±0

average size 4.89 �0.13

Table 7.9: Equality after manually establishing equalities.
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Fragments

�1after, 2after

total 925 ±0

unique 595 �22

shared 415 �14

unshared 510 +14

variant sharing (median) 1 ±0

variant sharing (average) 1.55 +0.04

Table 7.10: Fragments after manually establishing equalities.

Annotations

total auto �1after, 2before

Maintain Equality 1359 1264 ±0

Restore Equality 0 ±0 ±0

Establish Equality 120 67 +120

Increase Similarity 17 0 +14

Maintain Similarity 206 123 +162

Table 7.11: Annotations before manually establishing equalities.

total auto �2before, 2after

Maintain Equality 1482 1387 +123

Restore Equality 0 0 ±0

Establish Equality 0 0 �120

Increase Similarity 17 0 ±0

Maintain Similarity 272 145 +66

Table 7.12: Annotations after manually establishing equalities.

The metrics shows the evolution of Establish Equality to Maintain Equality

as the result manual user action. More specifically, all 120 Establish Equality annotations
evolved to Maintain Equality annotations. 3 additional Maintain Equality annota-
tions were created, because fragment pairs that were not associated with a similarity evo-
lution before (due to not passing the similarity threshold) became equal. We can also see
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Fragments

�1after, 2after

total 925 ±0

unique 595 �22

shared 415 �14

unshared 510 +14

variant sharing (median) 1 ±0

variant sharing (average) 1.55 +0.04

Table 7.10: Fragments after manually establishing equalities.

Annotations

total auto �1after, 2before

Maintain Equality 1359 1264 ±0

Restore Equality 0 ±0 ±0

Establish Equality 120 67 +120

Increase Similarity 17 0 +14

Maintain Similarity 206 123 +162

Table 7.11: Annotations before manually establishing equalities.

total auto �2before, 2after

Maintain Equality 1482 1387 +123

Restore Equality 0 0 ±0

Establish Equality 0 0 �120

Increase Similarity 17 0 ±0

Maintain Similarity 272 145 +66

Table 7.12: Annotations after manually establishing equalities.

The metrics shows the evolution of Establish Equality to Maintain Equality

as the result manual user action. More specifically, all 120 Establish Equality annotations
evolved to Maintain Equality annotations. 3 additional Maintain Equality annota-
tions were created, because fragment pairs that were not associated with a similarity evo-
lution before (due to not passing the similarity threshold) became equal. We can also see
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Fragments

�1after, 2after

total 925 ±0

unique 595 �22

shared 415 �14

unshared 510 +14

variant sharing (median) 1 ±0

variant sharing (average) 1.55 +0.04

Table 7.10: Fragments after manually establishing equalities.

Annotations

total auto �1after, 2before

Maintain Equality 1359 1264 ±0

Restore Equality 0 ±0 ±0

Establish Equality 120 67 +120

Increase Similarity 17 0 +14

Maintain Similarity 206 123 +162

Table 7.11: Annotations before manually establishing equalities.

total auto �2before, 2after

Maintain Equality 1482 1387 +123

Restore Equality 0 0 ±0

Establish Equality 0 0 �120

Increase Similarity 17 0 ±0

Maintain Similarity 272 145 +66

Table 7.12: Annotations after manually establishing equalities.

The metrics shows the evolution of Establish Equality to Maintain Equality

as the result manual user action. More specifically, all 120 Establish Equality annotations
evolved to Maintain Equality annotations. 3 additional Maintain Equality annota-
tions were created, because fragment pairs that were not associated with a similarity evo-
lution before (due to not passing the similarity threshold) became equal. We can also see
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Variants

variant #f #uf u �u1after, 2after
hdbc 3 3 100.00% ±0%

haskellHxt 4 4 100.00% ±0%
haskellDB 7 7 100.00% ±0%
strafunski 158 149 94.30% �0.64%

haskellFlattened 28 25 89.29% ±0%
haskellAcceptor 14 12 85.71% ±0%

haskellSpec 29 24 82.76% �6.90%
haskellLens 14 9 64.29% ±0%

haskellProfessional 41 26 63.41% ±0%
haskellBarchart 18 11 61.11% �11.11%

haskellRecord 14 8 57.14% ±0%
mvar 16 9 56.25% �12.50%

happstack 73 41 56.16% �4.10%
dph 20 11 55.00% �5.00%

haskellStarter 14 7 50.00% ±0%
tabaluga 25 12 48.00% ±0%

haskellParsec 21 10 47.62% ±0%
haskellApplicative 21 10 47.62% ±0%

haskellTermRep 17 8 47.06% ±0%
hxtPickler 26 12 46.15% ±0%

haskellTree 22 10 45.45% ±0%
haskellCGI 60 26 43.33% ±0%
haskellData 14 6 42.86% ±0%

tmvar 43 18 41.86% ±0%
haskellScott 8 3 37.50% ±0%

hughesPJ 12 4 33.33% ±0%
haskellMonoid 22 7 31.82% ±0%

haskellVariation 16 5 31.25% ±0%
wxHaskell 47 14 29.79% ±0%
haskellSyb 21 6 28.57% ±0%

haskellLambda 13 2 15.38% ±0%
haskellList 13 2 15.38% ±0%

haskellEngineer 13 2 15.38% ±0%
haskellWriter 22 3 13.64% ±0%

haskellComposition 15 2 13.33% ±0%
haskellLogging 21 2 9.52% ±0%

�0, 1after

median uniqueness 47.34% �1.66

average uniqueness 50.00% �1.39

Table 7.13: Variant uniquenesses after manually establishing equalities.
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Variants

variant #f #uf u �u1after, 2after
hdbc 3 3 100.00% ±0%

haskellHxt 4 4 100.00% ±0%
haskellDB 7 7 100.00% ±0%
strafunski 158 149 94.30% �0.64%

haskellFlattened 28 25 89.29% ±0%
haskellAcceptor 14 12 85.71% ±0%

haskellSpec 29 24 82.76% �6.90%
haskellLens 14 9 64.29% ±0%

haskellProfessional 41 26 63.41% ±0%
haskellBarchart 18 11 61.11% �11.11%

haskellRecord 14 8 57.14% ±0%
mvar 16 9 56.25% �12.50%

happstack 73 41 56.16% �4.10%
dph 20 11 55.00% �5.00%

haskellStarter 14 7 50.00% ±0%
tabaluga 25 12 48.00% ±0%

haskellParsec 21 10 47.62% ±0%
haskellApplicative 21 10 47.62% ±0%

haskellTermRep 17 8 47.06% ±0%
hxtPickler 26 12 46.15% ±0%

haskellTree 22 10 45.45% ±0%
haskellCGI 60 26 43.33% ±0%
haskellData 14 6 42.86% ±0%

tmvar 43 18 41.86% ±0%
haskellScott 8 3 37.50% ±0%

hughesPJ 12 4 33.33% ±0%
haskellMonoid 22 7 31.82% ±0%

haskellVariation 16 5 31.25% ±0%
wxHaskell 47 14 29.79% ±0%
haskellSyb 21 6 28.57% ±0%

haskellLambda 13 2 15.38% ±0%
haskellList 13 2 15.38% ±0%

haskellEngineer 13 2 15.38% ±0%
haskellWriter 22 3 13.64% ±0%

haskellComposition 15 2 13.33% ±0%
haskellLogging 21 2 9.52% ±0%

�0, 1after

median uniqueness 47.34% �1.66

average uniqueness 50.00% �1.39

Table 7.13: Variant uniquenesses after manually establishing equalities.
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7.5 Step 3: Increasing similarities

Next the developers worked on the remaining 17 annotations of category Increasing
Similarity. This step did not change any metrics results compared to the last step.

7.6 Step 4: Identifying inconsistencies

The last step was concerned about tactic 3, that is, inconsistencies that could be identified
by using the final equality classes. First, all equality classes were inspected and each one
was assigned a category, that is, a reason for the underlying sharing. The following table
shows the categories with the number of associated equality classes and total number of
fragments.

Category #equality classes #fragments
Feature Company (manager) 2 21
Feature Company (name) 3 28
Feature Company (address) 2 28
Feature Company (department) 6 18
Feature Company (subunit) 2 4
Feature Company (company) 7 25
Feature Company (employee) 5 27
Feature Company (salary) 2 28
Feature Total 4 16
Feature Cut 5 15
Feature Logging 5 12
Feature Median 1 2
Feature Browsing 1 2
Testing Serialization 2 15
Testing Cut 2 13
Testing Total 2 15
Testing Ranking 2 6
Testing Logging 2 4
Testing Median 1 2
Testing Depth 1 3
Testing (test list) 3 15
Main 2 23
Sample Company 5 24
Sample Log 1 2
Concept Zipper 17 68

Table 7.14: Categories of reasons for sharing with the associated equality classes.

After identifying these categories of reasons for sharing, the developers inspected each
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7.5 Step 3: Increasing similarities

Next the developers worked on the remaining 17 annotations of category Increasing
Similarity. This step did not change any metrics results compared to the last step.

7.6 Step 4: Identifying inconsistencies

The last step was concerned about tactic 3, that is, inconsistencies that could be identified
by using the final equality classes. First, all equality classes were inspected and each one
was assigned a category, that is, a reason for the underlying sharing. The following table
shows the categories with the number of associated equality classes and total number of
fragments.

Category #equality classes #fragments
Feature Company (manager) 2 21
Feature Company (name) 3 28
Feature Company (address) 2 28
Feature Company (department) 6 18
Feature Company (subunit) 2 4
Feature Company (company) 7 25
Feature Company (employee) 5 27
Feature Company (salary) 2 28
Feature Total 4 16
Feature Cut 5 15
Feature Logging 5 12
Feature Median 1 2
Feature Browsing 1 2
Testing Serialization 2 15
Testing Cut 2 13
Testing Total 2 15
Testing Ranking 2 6
Testing Logging 2 4
Testing Median 1 2
Testing Depth 1 3
Testing (test list) 3 15
Main 2 23
Sample Company 5 24
Sample Log 1 2
Concept Zipper 17 68

Table 7.14: Categories of reasons for sharing with the associated equality classes.

After identifying these categories of reasons for sharing, the developers inspected each
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category to detect inconsistencies. Four kinds of inconsistencies were distinguished:

1. Two or more equality classes of a category should be merged. That is, their indi-
vidual existence is not based on intended variance, but rather missing normalization
and inconsistency.

2. A variant does not contribute to any of the existing equality classes of a category,
but should. That is, the variant is either lacking a feature, test, concept, etc, or im-
plements it in a way that is not normalized, but should because the implementation
is not based on intended variance.

3. Two or more variants should contribute to a new equality in the category. That is,
their implementations of a feature, test, concept, etc should be normalized to form
a new equality class.

4. A variant is missing the implementation of a feature, test, concept, etc, but should
not contribute to an existing or new equality class, but rather express variance with
the implementation.

The following table summarizes the findings. For each category it shows numbers of in-
consistencies per kind. For kind 1 it shows the number equality classes that should merge.
For kind 2 and 3 it shows the numbers of variants that should join an existing equality class
respectively form a new one. For kind 4 it shows the number of variants affected.
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Category #kind 1 #kind 2 #kind 3 #kind 4
Feature Company (manager) 2 0 0 0
Feature Company (name) 3 0 1 0
Feature Company (address) 2 0 1 0
Feature Company (department) 2 0 0 0
Feature Company (subunit) 0 0 0 0
Feature Company (company) 2 1 0 0
Feature Company (employee) 2 1 0 0
Feature Company (salary) 2 0 0 0
Feature Total 0 1 0 0
Feature Cut 0 0 0 0
Feature Logging 0 0 0 0
Feature Median 0 0 0 0
Feature Browsing 0 0 0 0
Testing Serialization 2 3 0 0
Testing Cut 2 6 0 2
Testing Total 2 7 0 2
Testing Ranking 0 0 0 0
Testing Logging 0 0 0 0
Testing Median 0 0 0 0
Testing Depth 0 1 0 0
Testing (test list) 0 9 0 0
Main 0 4 0 5
Sample Company 0 0 0 0
Sample Log 0 0 0 0
Concept Zipper 0 0 0 0

Table 7.15: Categories of reasons for sharing with found inconsistencies.

The next table shows the lists of issues for all affected variants.
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Category #kind 1 #kind 2 #kind 3 #kind 4
Feature Company (manager) 2 0 0 0
Feature Company (name) 3 0 1 0
Feature Company (address) 2 0 1 0
Feature Company (department) 2 0 0 0
Feature Company (subunit) 0 0 0 0
Feature Company (company) 2 1 0 0
Feature Company (employee) 2 1 0 0
Feature Company (salary) 2 0 0 0
Feature Total 0 1 0 0
Feature Cut 0 0 0 0
Feature Logging 0 0 0 0
Feature Median 0 0 0 0
Feature Browsing 0 0 0 0
Testing Serialization 2 3 0 0
Testing Cut 2 6 0 2
Testing Total 2 7 0 2
Testing Ranking 0 0 0 0
Testing Logging 0 0 0 0
Testing Median 0 0 0 0
Testing Depth 0 1 0 0
Testing (test list) 0 9 0 0
Main 0 4 0 5
Sample Company 0 0 0 0
Sample Log 0 0 0 0
Concept Zipper 0 0 0 0

Table 7.15: Categories of reasons for sharing with found inconsistencies.

The next table shows the lists of issues for all affected variants.
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propagation is indeed harmful [25]. The difficulty of maintaining software in the presence
of clones has been studied by Chatterji and others [26].
Clone management. Ann provides a way to management similarities and clones. A sur-
vey by Roy et al. points out past and current achievements in clone management [27].
Their work mentions annotations as a way for the developer to indicate the intents of
cloning. Nguyen and others utilize annotations in this way in their work on JSync [28]. Ya-
manaka et al. introduce a system for notifying developers about the creation and change of
clones [29]. The work by Kotschke summarizes the state-of-the-art in clone management
with regard to detection, tracking, presentation, and removal [30].

1.3 Research questions

Our research questions are about how useful annotations of similarities are for managing
and monitoring sharing of assets. In the following we distinguish between unintentional
divergence as an evolution where the underlying fragments were once equal but become
unequal unintentionally, and accidental variation where the two fragments have never been
equal but should be.
In terms of management we ask about how unintentional divergence and accidental varia-
tion can be diminished by using annotations:

• Q1: How much unintentional divergence and accidental variation can be

– identified,

– annotated,

– and finally eliminated led by annotations?

To measure the elimination of unintentional divergence and accidental variation we
ask:

– Q11: By what percentage can the number of distinct fragments be reduced?

The second research question is about the added value of being able to monitor similarities
and sharing of assets:

• Q2: With unintentional divergence and accidental variation eliminated by annota-
tions, how much sharing can be achieved?

We measure sharing by two orthogonal questions:

– Q21: What is the median and average number of variants each fragment is
shared in?

…

• Extracted 371 divergences of fragment pairs over time. 
• Out of these, 324 similarity evolutions annotated with Restore Equality. 
• (These are unintentional divergences!) 
• All annotations executed automatically using change propagation. 
• Number of unique fragments reduced by 2.37%. 
• Established more equalities manually. 
• Number of unique fragments reduced finally by 5.85%. 
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of late propagation and discuss why such propagation is indeed harmful [25]. The diffi-
culty of maintaining software in the presence of clones has been studied by Chatterji and
others [26].
Clone management. Ann supports management of similarities and clones. A survey by
Roy et al. points out past and current achievements in clone management [27]. Their
work mentions annotations as a way for the developer to indicate the intents of cloning.
While Nguyen and others utilize annotations in this way in their work on JSync [28], our
study intents of annotations can currently be used for any comment about the similarity or
annotation. Yamanaka et al. introduce a system for notifying developers about the creation
and change of clones [29], we notify developers when they have to act on the fragments
of an annotated similarity. The work by Kotschke summarizes the state-of-the-art in clone
management with regard to detection, tracking, presentation, and removal [30].

1.3 Research questions

Our research questions are about how useful annotations of similarities are for managing
and monitoring sharing of assets. In the following we distinguish between unintentional
divergence as an evolution where the underlying fragments were once equal but become
unequal unintentionally, and accidental variation where the two fragments have never been
equal but should be.
In terms of management we ask about how unintentional divergence and accidental varia-
tion can be diminished by using annotations:

• Q1: How much unintentional divergence and accidental variation can be

– annotated

– and finally eliminated guided by annotations?

To measure the elimination of unintentional divergence and accidental variation we
ask:

– Q11: By what percentage can the number of distinct fragments be reduced?

The second research question is about the added value of being able to monitor similarities
and sharing of assets:

• Q2: How much sharing can be achieved once unintentional divergence and acci-
dental variation are eliminated with the help of annotations?

We measure sharing by two orthogonal questions:

– Q21: What is the median and average number of variants each fragment is
shared in?

• Average number of variants a fragment is shared by
• 1.46 initially
• 1.51 after automatic change propagation
• 1.55 after restoring equalities manually

• Median uniqueness of variants
• 52.47% initially
• 49.00% after automatic change propagation 
• 47.37% after restoring equalities manually 
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– Q22: What is the median and average percentage of originality, that is the
number of non-shared fragments, of each variant?

The last research question focuses on the insights developers gain by inspecting the final
equality classes.

• Q3: Which inconsistencies can be identified when inspecting the final equality
classes?

Regarding the emerging equality classes we ask:

– Q31: What categories of equality classes, that is, reasons for the underlying
sharing, can be identified?

– Q32: When identifying variants that do not contribute to a particular equality
class by their fragments, which reasons for inconsistencies of these variants
can be identified?

1.4 Roadmap

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows.
The next chapter will explain what kind of metadata needs to be extracted to build the
virtual platform about shared assets. The final result will be a set of similarities between
fragments.
The third chapter will illustrate the process of annotating the extracted similarities. We will
explain both the semantics and the applicability of each annotation category. The chapter
will also demonstrate how the user can explore the similarities in a given repository and
finally annotate them. Finally, we present some approaches to automate annotation where
possible.
The next two chapters will focus on how to act on the annotated similarities. Namely Chap-
ter 4 will describe the use of annotations for automatic change propagation; and Chapter 5
will present the emerging todo list of manual maintenance tasks for the user.
Chapter 6 will illustrate how we to integrate Ann into the workflow of an existing version
control system (Git). Here we will also introduce a set of new Git commands.
Next, we will presents results of a case study using the 101haskell software chrestomathy
[31,32], a corpus of variants for educational purposes and a subproject of the 101companies
project [33].
Finally, we will draw a conclusion, discuss threats to validity, and outline some future
work.
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